Otoneurological expert system for vertigo.
We have developed an otoneurological expert system (ONE) to aid the diagnostics of vertigo, to assist teaching and to implement a database for research. The ONE database is set to harvest data on patient history, signs and test results necessary for diagnostic work with vertiginous patients. A method based on pattern recognition was used in the reasoning process. Questions about symptoms, signs and test results are weighted and scored for each disease and the most likely disease is recognized from defined disease profiles. Missing information and uncertainties are solved with a method resembling fuzzy logic. ONE was validated by comparing diagnoses assessed by physicians with those provided by the system. It proved to be a valid decision-maker by solving 65% of the cases correctly, while the physicians' mean was 69%. To improve ONE further, a follow-up should be implemented for the patients, since diagnosing sudden deafness and Meniere's disease during the first visit is often impossible. We aim to obtain new information on diseases involving vertigo by applying adaptive computer applications, such as genetic algorithms, to the reasoning process.